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Jareh Das

The absence of blood and embodied artifacts
As someone who work with objects, which at times include ephemera from
performance art, I continually consider how objects/materials embody and act as
traces of events. I am particularly interested in how the sight of such
objects/materials conjures up feelings of past events that reside in the memory of the
viewers. My current research has been considering the emotional responses to the
sight of blood within a performance setting and the associations this may or may not
have to perceiving pain or rather, a perceived sense of pain. I am interested in the
complexities of theorizing pain and the discourse around it that has emerged from
both medical and cultural theories. I was particularly interested in participating in this
group workshop on Emotions with Roger Kneebone and sculptor Matthew
Sanderson due interest into how objects and materials embody emotions and how
these are communicated through language.
The sight of surgical instruments, for me, conjured up feelings that were less to do
with anxiety but more to do with what is absent from them i.e. blood. This was a
mental image I could not seem to shift as I handled these cold-looking, pristine
objects. Even though blood is absent in this somewhat pre-surgery type display, I
found myself thinking more and more about how and when they were used and how
they will eventually end up in cabinets of curiosities in a not to distant future, thanks
to our rapidly advancing technologically age. Life-saving objects? No, this looks
more like a museological display of objects telling stories of medical techniques of
yester years. Surgical instruments celebrated as extensions of the hand, now it’s
more to do with extensions of the brain.
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In handling the instruments set out by Roger and making malleable metal structures
with Matthew, I was reminded of a recent paper I read by Sidney Fels titled, Intimacy
and Embodiment: Implications for Art and Technology, where he talks about how
people have aesthetic experiences when they manipulate objects skillfully and how
highly skilled performance with an object requires forming a highly intimate
relationship with it. I kept thinking about this crossover of performativity, embodiment
and intimacy between they ways in which both surgeon and artist and indeed we the
participants all perform to make.
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Adam Drazin

Why is it that emotion and sensation are supposed to elide and move in the same
direction? Are the sensory capacities of the body similar on the inside as on the
outside?
I arrived at the workshop very sceptical that the term “emotion” is in any way useful
for thinking with; I suspect that many other participants were the same. I am an
anthropologist, and find that talking of emotions often gives people a common
lamguage, but that it is simply impossible to know whether people feel in the same
way. The word emotion is used increasingly to evoke a sense of an interior space of
self, in which radically different, positive and negative, elide. From my point of view,
phenomena such as happiness and sadness may be in point of fact very different
types of phenomenon, and vcertainly do different things, and yet they are commonly
talked about as emotions. Hence emotions sometimes serves as a bucket term for a
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very wide range of feelings, in a world where feelings are ubiquitous, and emotion
may be handy to describe those feelings which in ourselves or others we understand
there is more to be explained.
From where does the expectation come that what we call emotion may link with
certain kinds of material, tactility, or sensation? It sounds silly to assert that a table
makes me feel a certain way, but what of the roughness or colour of the table? When
we talk of materials and emotions, it is perhaps that the sensory qualities of an object
give it the appearance of depth or profundity.
The workshop made me bvery aware of the way in which emotions are a project,
something which imply both aspirations, and a contingency of what resources we
have available. The mutuality of emotions and sensoriness for me can concern the
ways in which we locate ourselves. These kinds of concerns, in anthropology, are
commonly addressed through modes of work such as phenomenological
anthropology. What the workshop presented to me was the importance in such work
of identifying focii and backgrounds for the understanding of emotions and of
materials as cultural phenomena. In the cultural spaces we inhabit, some
phenomena push forward while others are backgrounded.
In order to look at these phenomena better, more contxtual work would help us see
the projects involve. We need not so much to ask ‘why be emotional?’, as ‘where,
when and how’ we adopt emotion as a project?
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Tom Fisher
I introduced myself as an academic – a researcher who writes about plastic (among
other things). I do write about plastic, and it has got me into the sociology of
consumption, material culture studies, design history, history of science, science and
technology studies, among other places. So I could identify with the humanities
researchers present at the workshop, and very much with the interdisciplinary feel of
the session. But my introduction to myself was only partial – I spent some years
designing and making furniture; I am a musician and now also make and restore
musical instruments. Here is one:

So there is much about the workshop for me to comment on because I can connect
with it at many levels. One of my current interests, as yet not fathomed at all, is how
we know what to do, as makers particularly, but also as parents, as academics, as
citizens… As a maker, and as a Design academic, I feel pretty unconfident in
thinking how to address this. But during the materials and emotion workshop this
question came to my mind.
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We were being asked to think about ‘non-reasoned’ responses to the objects and
narratives that Roger and Matt presented (so well) and as Adam Drazin pointed out,
there seemed to be an assumption that we would feel some emotions in relation to
them, and that there were appropriate emotions to feel. In my casting about for toeholds on knowledge, {embodied, aesthetic or rational} and reasoning {deductive,
inductive or abdutive} I think I have encountered the proposition that emotions, or
‘affects’ are understood to be a component of all cognition. From the point of view of
my experience as a maker, and as a father, citizen etc. this makes sense; it feels
right – more emotion talk.
I am aware of a literature that attends to this from literary criticism – Terry
Eagleton’sIdeology of the Aesthetic, comes to mind. If I remember correctly, he
points out the role of aesthetic knowing in political action, both progressive and
conservative. And I am familiar with some theories about this that have been used in
Design research. Donald Schon’s ‘reflection in action’ is often used to account for the
relationship of technical rationality to knowing practice. Then there is Michael
Polanyi’s work on tacit knowledge. But I guess the workshop did not intend that we
should think in these terms, but wanted us to use the presentations and activities to
engage more directly with our own experiences – the sort that Schon and Polanyi
are describing.
And I did find myself ruminating as I bent some lovely bendy copper wire about my
delight as a child making wire figures, which made me think about how we learn
dexterous skill. I am left feeling that inspecting how we come to embody material
practices is a good way to get some sort of grip on how those practices are made up.
This could be approached a number of ways…
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Lina Hakim
“Write a few words … about how this has made you feel”
This prompt from Roger Kneebone followed his invitation to handle an array of metal
surgical tools neatly distributed across a large tabletop at the Institute of Making.

‘Feel’, not ‘think’. With the task confirmed, I set to describe what I felt handling the
objects.
First attempt was a list of adjectives: pointy, prickly, precise.. Not quite feelings.
‘Cold’, I thought, would’ve worked. But, although they looked like they should have
done, the instruments didn’t feel particularly cold to me.
I thought about the device that struck me most: something resembling a pair of
scissors, but with flat ends to grip rather than cut. It had three notches at the finger
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end, three settings, barely a millimetre apart, at which it could be locked. I loved the
accuracy this enabled.
‘Love’ is an emotion, but one I tend to feel whenever I give proper attention to an
artefact.
What would I feel using this device, deploying its elegant processes of operation?
Armed, equipped, more capable. I felt that it gave me more reach.
Next, we were invited by Matt Sanderson to handle a different selection of metallic
artefacts. Rather than a shared function or context of use, what seemed to unite
these was that they were crafted, made things rather than things with which to make
or do. But that is what I thought, not felt.
Adjectives again: delicate, intricate, crafted.
I chose to focus once more on a particular object, a tree-like weave of thin metal
wires. I then honed in on the emotions: appreciative, admiring, grateful; but also
inspired and instructed. I felt I was taught something.
I wasn’t sure the words I had jotted down were accurate. They felt a bit too thoughtthrough, processed emotions, analysis translated into feelings. This concern didn’t
last long: once we had returned to our seats, Roger asked us to speak out the words
we had noted down which, after a tentative start, had us throw out words so that they
echoed, different voices from different places, like a vocal performance of the
object’s emotional resonance and with the same directness as an emotional
response. It was great: an enveloping sense of the feelings that the objects could
afford.
The emotional resonance of the two sets of objects was clearly different. What was
each informed by?
Roger showed videos of surgical operations and discussed the particular intersection
of tools, hands and patients that it involves. He pointed out the handy knowledge that
they require and the way in which it defies description: “… and you feel the … hum.”.
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To explore the emotional charge of this highly choreographed ballet of hands, tools
and bodies, he finally performed an operation using props and enrolling two
participants. What kinds of emotion do varying perspectives, say a patient’s vs. a
surgeon’s, offer?
Matt then demonstrated the transformability of materials through an overview of
some of his artworks. He compared the responses that different materials inspired.
Copper wires, for instance, give the sense that “it’s just spaghetti and I can make
anything with it”. The wonderful pieces were reactions to each material’s affordance,
but also a search for the kind of movement it entailed and for ways of expressing that
movement. He described it as a ‘descent into matter’, a great way to capture the
immersion that informs both his practical and emotional engagement with particular
materials: a productive attentiveness. Matt’s invitation to manipulate wires allowed us
to then explore this materially for ourselves; and his kinetic pieces spoke of the
magic in achieving precise motion and form from discarded bits of stuff.
This very inspiring workshop put forward conditions that felt necessary for an
exploration of the emotional history of objects:
-

It is more feasible when concerned with one particular object at a time

It is unlocked by collaborative, participatory sharing of personal
experiences/responses
It is located somewhere at the interface between what a particular material
affords and what a particular person desires or what a particular context requires
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Leonie Hannan

A surgeon and a sculptor, Roger Kneebone and Mat Lane Sanderson, introduced us
to metal as a material full of emotional potential. From solid, purposeful surgical
instruments to porous, fibrous constructions of wire and mesh – we were asked how
these things made us feel. Immediate responses focused on the cold, hard,
dangerous qualities of some of the more serious looking of the surgeon’s tools. But
in the right hands, these instruments empowered and gave comfort – they formed
one third of the surgical triumvirate of hand, tool, and human tissue. Likewise, Mat
described his sense of enormous pieces of metal as ‘approachable fibres’, malleable
and open to alteration – as a sculptor he did not see metal objects as having a
material permanence.
The surgical instruments we handled no doubt provoke very different responses in
the patient and the surgeon. However, in order to discuss the emotional impact of a
surgical instrument – it was necessary to engage with different kinds of surgical
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operation – from light-weight, fine-tipped scissors for eye surgery to the heavy skull
drill that operated with the full weight of the practitioner behind the mechanical
rotation of the drill. I was particularly struck by the shift that has taken place between
open surgery and keyhole surgery – a technological change that has utterly altered a
surgeon’s tactile engagement with instrument and tissue, converting it into a very
different ‘ballet of hands’ as the interaction with human flesh is watched on a monitor
instead of being experienced in one’s own hands. But having considered the contrast
between these two forms of surgical practice, it was helpful to dwell on an overarching experience that unites surgical practice (and perhaps all acts of making or
mending) – one of extreme focus. Roger suggested that it was his focus on the
instrumental aspects of surgery that might subdue unhelpful emotional responses to
the action in the operating theatre. But it might also be possible to think of focus as
an emotional engagement in its own right – one that fundamentally mediates a
practitioner’s relationship with their craft.
Having glimpsed the significance of sensory engagement with tools and materials for
the person whose task it is to make, adapt and mend things – it feels more difficult to
discount this dimension of human experience in our analysis of the past. One answer
to the distance between the historian and the tactile imperatives of craft is to take up
practice as a legitimate part of his historical enquiry – to grow a closer understanding
of the material through direct engagement with objects and processes of making.
But, of course, this is not a straightforward innovation. Aside from the gulf that exists
between a sensory experience that can be manufactured in the present in response
to a perceived experience of the past, there is a more basic difference to overcome.
It is something to do with the here and now. For a surgeon or a sculptor, practising in
whichever place or time, the task is to remedy an immediate situation, a situation
that is present at hand. In contrast, the aim of the historian is to reach a nearer
understanding of the past which entails a process that is often slow, iterative and
emergent. What I want to understand through the workshops is how we might
harness an engagement with material practice for the purposes of historical
research. Can a present day material practice usefully inform our analysis of a two
hundred year-old one? Does familiarity with materials and processes actually lead to
insight? I would like to explore further how we can develop, as Carolyn Steedman
refers to it, a ‘critical intimacy’ with our historical sources.[1]
[1] C. Steedman, ‘Intimacy in research: accounting for it’, History of the Human
Sciences, 21:4 (2008), pp. 17-33.
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Emily Hayes
The session started with fear, pain and the sharp edges of an ice-breaking exercise
in which we were invited to feel rather than think our way around an array of surgical
implements. Most participants found it difficult to translate into words the wincing and
shivering felt and the discussion soon shifted to what the objects had brought to
mind. The faculty of formal association – of grouping perceived like with like based
on similarities in formal characteristics and producing a personal taxonomy and
classificatory scheme – proved to be difficult to switch off.
There was a census that the initial unease had been dispelled as the unknown
became known and appropriated to our bodies, senses and minds. The exercise was
nevertheless a useful reminder of how one feels, and sometimes hears, as much
with the eye as one sees with it and that knowledge is manufactured by both
spatially and temporally situated bodies. That the practice of research mobilizes the
whole physical being, which the mind is just one part of, called into question the
perpetuation of the mind/body distinction.
Matt, the sculptor, described the process by which he creates public art. This chimed
with the process of research in which we add, take away and transform materials
and, it has to be acknowledged, often work to a plan and veer off it into into the
unknown, in the creation of knowledge. Just like artists, researchers seek to
reconcile the form and content of their work, wrestle with issues of composition and
the effects of harmony and dissonance.
The adrenaline-driven addictive appeal of operating for surgeons emerged. That
sensual stimulation has been a factor galvanizing the development of science and
our desire for understanding of ever smaller and greater spheres of existence
warrants further attention.
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Diagrammatic maps of the human nervous system used to train students in the
theory of surgery revealed that the medical sector has a colour spectrum all of its
own. These two-dimensional representations, the surgeon, Roger, told us, proved to
be inadequate training for his first practical explorations of the body as the
instrument, steered by the hand and the eye, attempted to navigate the unapprehended three-dimensional contours of flesh and the inner topography of the
body.
Surgery, an act of transgression into normally inaccessible spaces of the body, was
depicted as a staged performance conducted by the surgeon and a bigger team,
working together in military corps fashion. I was reminded of the inter-connectedness
of the fields of science and the fact that most research is collaborative.
I related this to both the process, and subject, of my own research into the RGS
collections of images associated with late nineteenth-century geographical
exploration and science, the adventurous thrill of travel and research, and the
penetration of unknown spaces in order to bring back – trophy-like – scraps of
knowledge. The production of images of both human and physical geography and
my re-telling of this story, are as much acts of illustration as they are of conceptual
and material creation. This mapping and recording of hitherto unknown places and
peoples was the basis for the sometimes surgical, but more often than not brutal,
sculpting of nations, under European colonial rule. Such activities also provided the
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raw materials for a range of sciences, including the nascent field of geography, in
late nineteenth-century Britain.
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Sally Holloway
The first ETR workshop began as participants were confronted with two tables of
objects; the first contained shiny metal instruments such as forceps, and the second
natural items such as coral. When considering our emotional responses to these two
different collections, the first thing each participant did was to touch, feel, listen to the
objects, and gauge their weight (as shown in the video). For me, this raised the issue
of how scholars increasingly approach static photographs of items through digital
collections, disrupting this physical, sensory and emotional interaction with the
objects themselves.
The workshop prompted me to consider how the emotional connotations of objects
vary according to an individual’s familiarity with them. Professor Roger Kneebone
described the emotional power of medical tools as a surgeon, where using beautiful
well-made objects such as stainless steel scissors with gold handles provided him
with a sense of safety and control. Such tools mediated communication by providing
a site of trust and anticipation between surgeons and nurses in the operating theatre.
Conversely, my own reaction was one of revulsion when invited to use tools to cut a
‘wound’ inside a synthetic section of an arm. The arm featured an inch-long cut in the
skin, revealing a spongy red and yellow substance inside. As repeatedly noted by
historians of disgust, the chief source of my unease was the wet and sticky
texture.[1] I also felt fear at handling sharp tools with which I was completely
unfamiliar. The process illuminated how the emotional qualities of objects can be
diametrically different depending upon the experience of the user, and how they are
employed at a given moment.[2] It made me realise how reliant we are as historians
on supporting evidence (such as letters, diaries, prints, paintings and photographs)
revealing how, when and why certain objects in history were used, and who by.
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Matthew Lane Sanderson and Jane Dorner. Commissioned by Birmingham
Children’s Hospital for the Bereaved Parents Trust, National Memorial
Arboretum.
The workshop also encouraged reflection on how emotional experiences vary
according to space, most recently explored in histories and geographies of
emotion.[3]Can spaces be designed to elicit given emotions? The emotive power of
certain structures was powerfully demonstrated by Matthew Lane Sanderson and
Jane Dorner’s collection of five pods at the National Memorial Arboretum, designed
in consultation with bereaved parents and their families (above). Matthew described
the sculptures as ‘contemplative pods’, play structures, and congregational spaces
for families to sit and dwell. As with sites such as places of worship, cemeteries or
memorial benches, the pods were designed to anticipate the emotions of their
visitors. They are located on a riverside footpath, within a site dedicated to mourning
and memorial, inviting mourners to pause and reflect on their own experiences.
Like Roger’s surgical instruments, Matthew and Jane’s pods are made from steel.
However where one collection of objects is medical, the other is overtly natural. Due
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to their scale, design, location, and use, these two sets of objects crafted from the
same material inhabit very different emotional worlds.
——
[1] In particular see Susan B. Miller, Disgust: The Gatekeeper Emotion (New Jersey,
2004).
[2] John Styles similarly notes, ‘Things that exhibit emotional power in one setting
can lack it in another’ http://emotionalobjects.wordpress.com/2013/11/11/181/
[3] See Nigel Thrift, ‘Intensities of Feeling: Towards a Spatial Politics of
Affect’, Geografiska Annaler, 86 B (2004), Vol. 1, 57-78, Mick Smith, Joyce
Davidson, Laura Cameron and Liz Bondi, ‘Geography and Emotion – Emerging
Constellations’ in Emotion, Place and Culture(2009), 1-18, Benno Gammerl,
‘Emotional styles – concepts and challenges’, Rethinking History, Vol. 16, No. 2
(2012), 171-75, and Mark Seymour, ‘Emotional arenas: from provincial circus to
national courtroom in late nineteenth-century Italy’, Rethinking History,Vol. 16, No. 2
(2012), 177-97.
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Petra Lange-Berndt
‘Special Effects’

I hate copper. My left ear is still itching because despite knowing better I tried on
those vintage earrings I had found at a car boot. Only two minutes were enough,
now my body will be in revolt for days: I am allergic to this ductile metal, it smells
horrible and sticks to my fingers. It is too warm, burning my flesh; during the practical
session I went to the toilet to wash it off.
It was about metal and the body in this workshop, sharp instruments cutting precisely
or holding back tissue, organic looking metals, or woven wires to cover skin. For me,
reflecting on this version of the fraternisation of art and medicine – embodied by
sculptor Matt and surgeon Roger – the medical person clearly was the better, or let’s
say more contemporary, artist. As Roger pointed out repeatedly, surgery for him is a
collective, many-handed practice, at times dealing simultaneously with mass-media
representations, digital modelling, and the blood and guts with the actual body of the
patient. His presentation revised the chain of material-tool-hand-brain that defines
modernist myths of making and artistic authorship. Instead there was always a ballet
of multiple hands, moving carefully, holding intestines, or flicking instruments with a
certain absent minded automatism. I warmed to the clinical tools. The most
interesting part was, that the master metalsmith Matt never showed an image of the
maker in crisis: One should never allow tools or materials to act too much he told us.
But in the case of Roger, as one short film clip demonstrated, even the
anaesthetised body can be out of control and push back: In this simulated
emergency, staging plastic and paint for special effects like a Splatter movie, organs
were inflating and deflating while bright red blood was squirting out of this abject
mess. If surgery is similar to music, this was death metal. The body is acting, the
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materials are dancing and everything has to happen in that very moment. The
unconscious patient that in this context – for me very uncomfortably so – is the
material is not objectified, since her/his body defines the scene and does the
headbanging. Tools and hands are merely there in the mosh pit, trying to keep up
with it.
Roger also came up with a great solution of how historians could deal with
ephemeral things such as emotions: As has been done extensively for the field of
performance and installation art, the re-enactment of situations or rituals could be
one answer. But this would also mean to transform that strange feeling one might get
when touching a specific organ in the body into written or audiovisual language in
order to communicate it to those who were not present. What is obviously needed
when dealing with emotions are people who can act as catalysts and are versed in
mediations: Film-makers, photographers and poets should be part of the team to
capture disgust, boredom, or curiosity in order to put these feelings up for
discussion.
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Lucy Lyons
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Kate Steiner

Generally this was a dynamic, multi-faceted workshop presented with real passion,
and using different tools (video, conversation, tool demonstration, making activities)
which was not only lively and inspiring but demonstrated the very emotional
connections to tools and processes that were being discussed. A very enjoyable
evening with excellent presenters.
The evening raised several questions in my mind relating to the emotional
engagement with objects




Emotional responsiveness seemed to be linked to a very sensory experience of the
person using the tools e.g. the clicking of the surgical instruments, the movements
and texture of organic tissue, the feel and temperature of artistic materials. Is there
work showing how emotional responses are linked to sensory information? E.g. I
think that the sense of smell is closely located to memory centres and hence strongly
involved in emotional recollection?
There has been quite a lot of work on the state of ‘Flow’ the totally absorbed and
focused state that accompanies creative /deep learning experiences (e.g. footballers,
chess-players, artists experience this). This was alluded too when presenters
described the almost addictive pleasure of a particular activity, describing passion
and absorption. I’ve seen this described as a very individual experience so I found
Roger’s suggestion that this could be a shared state (e.g. the non-verbal
understanding and flow of the retired surgical team) particularly interesting. I wonder
if there is any research on this?
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A question was asked about whether we can reconstruct historical emotions. We
didn’t really talk about socially mediated norms and taboos which would influence the
type and degree of emotion people feel in different eras. For example, the rise of
sensitivity in the 18th and 19th century which saw the end of public hangings and rise
of Victorian taboos about bodily exposure would surely influence the emotions
surrounding surgery?
There was some interesting discussion about how the level of skill and familiarity
with tools, materials and processes would alter the emotions of those involved. It
would be interesting to track changes in emotions as skill increases.
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Elaine Tierney

As a design historian, I spend a lot of time trying to think with things. And yet, as
participation in the Emotions workshop revealed, much of this thinking slides past or
slips around the feelings attached to materials. Where emotions do come into my
research, which concerns designing and making festivals in seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century Europe, they are resolutely on the sidelines or in the interstices of
other enquiries – loosely framed in terms of the sensory or experiential impact of
festivals, or, as footnotes in the relationships between the people involved in
realising, participating in or witnessing the events.
The workshop issued participants with a challenge: to feel with materials before
intellectualising or conceptualising them. We were presented with objects and
processes from what initially appeared to be two divergent contexts: surgery and art.
The first part of the workshop, led by surgeon Roger Kneebone, required us to think
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about the emotions generated by metallic surgical implements; the second, by artist
Matthew Lane Sanderson, dwelt on the creative potential embedded in materials
from cast iron to copper wire. Over two hours, what initially seemed to be completely
separate spheres were brought closer together. Here, after all, were two professions
that involve prolonged, rigorous engagement with materials; where practice is
necessarily mediated through a range of implements; and where outcomes are
determined by harnessing and, in some instances, controlling emotional responses.
Although occupying the unenviable position of being an extremely squeamish early
modern historian – the seventeenth century is not a hospitable place for those
without a strong stomach – my mind still reels with the very different perspectives on
materiality the workshop encouraged: the beauty of the inside of the human body,
the pleasures afforded by specific surgical procedures and the precise choreography
of the operating theatre. What also emerged was the importance of tacit knowledge;
the sense that familiarity with materials and processes can bring the practitioner to a
point where language feels less useful and the hand takes over. And, indeed, the
practical components of the workshop – cutting fatty deposits from a latex ‘wound’,
making with copper wire – reinforced this notion of learning through doing and
through tactile engagement with materials.
In translating my experiences of the workshop into further historical inquiry, I am
drawn to a phrase from Frank O’Hara’s poem, ‘Interior (With Jane)’ and its notion
[that], ‘The eagerness of objects to / be what we are afraid to do / cannot help but
move us.’ Here, objects are framed as the awkward embodiment of past experiences
that need to be unpacked and unpicked in order to reveal emotions and aspirations
that might otherwise remain unspoken. Of course, we cannot expect to immediately
‘get’ these meanings in an historical context; instead we need to attune our
engagement to uncover associations – the symbolic, for example – that are often
less apparent. Materials, when treated for their emotional evidence, can reveal the
relationships between people, many of whom have failed to leave other forms of
testimony.
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Simon Werrett

Against the familiar periodic table of neatly-defined elements the human body
presents a multitude of non-specific tissues, what surgeon Roger Kneebone called
“the bubblewrap of the organs”. It’s shocking to see how much of this ambiguous
stuff exists inside us. Far from being the divine design of a crafty God, the human
body is a mess, exhibiting sufficient pattern to be operated on but always convoluted
enough to make the surgery difficult. This variety in tissues is reflected by variety in
the emotions. No two people respond to anything the same way, but no two people’s
emotions are different either. To respond to materials is to be in a state that defies
orderliness and messiness together. It’s not a matter of either rational interaction or
emotional experience or a struggle between one and the other, but always an
“intersection”, a coming together of hands, emotions, senses, instruments, materials,
intellect, place, scale, people, past, future and context, in which there is enough
predictability to get on with the job but enough complexity to always create surprises.
Sometimes these intersections are choreographed and sometimes they aren’t. Some
are marked out in time, “the surgical operation” and others aren’t. Out of all of them
come fear, arousal, enthusiasm, panic, delight, all integrated into a continuous
interaction of performances, gestures, engagements with others, emerging rapidly.
Crude heavy intersections, cutting bone with a saw, prompt different emotions and
performances compared to light and fine ones, paring tissue with the finest scalpel.
Surgery is not about supressing emotions, and the same can presumably be said of
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doing an experiment. Emotions have to be directed, some encouraged, others
supressed, some accepted and acted upon, others ignored, the volume turned up
sometimes, or turned down. Emotions are also social, emerging in the interactions of
people and things, mediated by instruments and techniques shared across many
pairs of hands. Metaphors also bridge experiences, as every person becomes a
thing, and things are animated into life. People are like knives and tools that fix, heal,
and remedy wounded bodies. Objects are inviting, approachable, persuadable, like
people. The session taught me that if you delve into a surgical operation, it’s not just
a clinical procedure, but a rapid-fire choreography of many tangible and intangible
things.
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Transformations
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Julia Farley
As a child, I was distinctly ambivalent about fireworks. Back then, I felt the same way
about them as I now feel about rollercoasters: I like the wait, the breathless
anticipation of watching the ride whoosh past full of screaming riders, I like stumbling
off afterwards, jelly-legged, and clutching at an equally unsteady friend for support,
exclaiming how incredible it was… but (if I’m honest) the sixty seconds inbetween
are an eternity of eye-scrunching, teeth-clenching, gut-lurching terror.

In our house, fireworks were dangerous things. Although they might have been laid
out behind glass shop-counters like exotic flavours of ice cream, at home they were
always locked away. Don’t touch. We’d watch wide-eyed through the patio doors as
my father took charge of the incomprehensively dangerous business of lighting the
tapers. TV ads crammed between after-school cartoons reminded us that fireworks
can kill. Perhaps that’s why, when I was little, my favourite part of bonfire night
wasn’t the hissing sparklers and the screeching rockets, but the next morning. My
granddad would take me walking through misty November streets, collecting the
scattered debris of the spent fireworks. These terrifying, powerful objects, with their
crisp candy-bright wrappers and fantastic names were magically transmuted into
something that a small and easily startled girl could pick up, turn over in her hands,
and gather into paper bags like some sort of post-apocalyptic easter-egg hunt. I
loved those walks.
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I’ve learned to love fireworks now, but the Transformations workshop reminded me
of the time when these were terrifying, transgressive things. The power that small
brightly-wrapped paper packages could hold over a young girl, because of the
explosive potential they contained. Bringing these objects and interactions into a
workshop space, where smoke and explosions might normally be unexpected, was
powerful for that very reason. Acts of transformation are immersive. The smell of the
smoke, so acrid you could almost taste it, the colour of the flames, the feeling of
anticipation, the gasps and shudders as the assembled audience jumped in unison
at louder-than-expected bangs and screeches. Experiencing these things together
creates a sense of connection.
As an archaeologist, specialising in metallurgy, I deal with transformations on a
different scale. The transformation of ore into metal takes place more gradually,
sealed away from prying eyes. But the moment of revelation, where participants
discover if all their work has been for nothing, is no less thrilling. The workshop
brought home to me the need to consider not just the technical side of this process,
but the emotions of the participants. The power to transform is not only a power over
materials, but also a power over people. Who decides who can be involved in these
acts of transformation, what is dangerous, what is forbidden, and to whom? I have
always known that activities such as metalworking were community projects, but
participating in the workshop reminded me that transforming materials also
transforms our relationships to one another.
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Lina Hakim
This workshop, ran by pyrotechnician Matthew Tosh and artist Lucy Lyons on 30
June 2014, was a wonderful exploration of the emotions involved in both performing
and responding to material transformation in the form of fireworks.
Matthew’s fireworks demonstrations triggered ‘live’ emotions in the participants,
which he pointed out and compared to the emotions he felt as the instigator of the
various effects in the ‘backstage’ of firework displays.
We felt excited anticipation even before Matthew began as we sat around the
cordoned off area filled with his dangerous-looking equipment. Then it was simple
wonder at the sight of a lit sparkler, our smiles undimmed by Matthew’s warning of
the threat that this seemingly benign effect carried (three sparklers produce enough
energy for welding!). As he progressively introduced noisier set pieces, our nervous
giggles betrayed a combination of fear and pleasure at being scared. The
demonstration of how a loud bang is produced, introduced with a warning that some
people might mind it, had me cover my ears and cower a bit: pure fear. Throughout
the demonstrations, everyone seemed uninhibited in responding to the effects.
Someone pointed out how a fireworks display seemed an acceptable place for the
expression of raw emotions. Perhaps this is one of the reasons for their popularity?
What pyrotechnicians go through, Matthew explained, is a different set of emotions.
Although they too are excited before the show, they are calm and in full
concentration during. Their first concern is safety, which they ensure through testing
and practice and an adherence to strict rules of practice. Their main motivation,
however, is aesthetic and creative: “we start with a blank sky; that’s my canvas”.
Symmetry, precise choreography and conjuring up elaborate images are key.
Pyrotechnicians are also very much aware of the sense that they are conducting a
live (and unrehearsed!) performance. They are very calculating of the emotions that
they trigger in the crowd, which they manipulate for maximal effect. Matthew points
out the importance of having variety, working out a sequence and building up
towards a finale. I realise that he is similarly controlling our emotions at this
demonstration, a thought that would in a different context worry me but that here
encouraged me to let go and get taken along the ride.
The ‘transformation’ from the workshop’s title refers to both the material and the
emotional and links them in a very direct way. The performative aspect of skillful
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material transformations is perfectly captured in this exaggerated example: oohs and
aahs may not be vocalised when we see a carpenter carve a rough piece of wood
into a delicate spoon, but the skills employed in this transformative act of making
evoke admiration and awe, and play a part in our aesthetic appreciation of the final
artefact.
The two exercises that Lucy put to us were great for deconstructing the separate
emotions that come into play when engaging with fireworks. For the first, we were
asked to record our emotional response to a pyrotechnic explosion that Matthew was
about to demonstrate. We held our pens or pencils loosely over our notebook page,
tip resting on the paper, and closed our eyes to focus on the sound of the impending
bang. Here is the trace of my reaction: a short and blunt line.
I felt it captured my gut reaction perfectly: having grown up in a war, the bang of
fireworks taps into an instinctive fear that I do not enjoy. This is the reason for which
I am quite ambivalent about fireworks: I love the play of light and am in awe of the
magical transformations, but I can just about handle the sound.

Lucy’s second exercise, happily, dealt with the more pleasurable emotions
associated with fireworks and even gave us insight into the emotions involved in
producing them. We were presented with sheets of paper that Lucy had
painstakingly painted in watercolour gradations of blue and black or in elaborate
colourful patterns, and we were invited to splatter bleach on them to “make our own
fireworks”. The choice of materials was perfect. Each splattering of bleach crumpled
the paper a little as it grew into a bright mark lighting up the sky-like background or
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an enlivening spark revealing coloured patterns; and wondrous oohs and aahs
resonated across the table. This also gave us an insight into the pleasure of being
the instigators of such dynamic effects: it’s great fun to see how a hand gesture
becomes a brightening mark that continues to grow on its own.

Overall, I felt that the workshop made a great case for practice-based demonstration
and experimentation as tools in inquiries about materials, technologies and artefacts.
Even if reconstructions and re-enactments can’t quite tell us what it would have been
like for people in a particular time or context, direct engagement with materials and
processes takes advantage of their more universal and long-lasting affordances and
offers an embodied understanding of what might be at play.
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Leonie Hannan
[Gunpowder: 75% potassium nitrate
10% sulphur]

15% carbon (charcoal)

Matthew Tosh kicked off the session by lighting a sparkler – perhaps the simplest of
fireworks and the most mesmerising but, as Matthew pointed out, the one that
causes the most accidents (it is white hot at its centre and three sparklers together
would be hot enough to weld metal). This familiar act of lighting and burning a
sparkler illustrated the way fireworks present a series of dichotomies: they are
simultaneously powerful and fleeting; industrial and beautiful.
Matthew’s demonstration quickly brought home to me the fact that fireworks are far
more than a visual experience. In anticipating the workshop, I had been imagining
the colourful blooms one sees in the sky, but sitting in the Institute of Making, it was
the sounds, smells and tastes of explosions that were foregrounded. The names of
some fireworks refer to the way their exploding shapes mimic flowers and petals –
‘chrysanthemum’, ‘dahlia’, ‘peony’ – but their other effects are far from floral, they are
the smoke, the bang, the flickering of light – fireworks bloom and fade in an instant,
but noisily so. One sensory experience that I do not associate with fireworks –
usually seeing them from a freezing park in November – is warmth. But as Matthew
set off a flare – it was the blast of heat more than the light that hit you.
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Glowing, fizzing, roaring, coloured flashes of light and discharges of smoke rattled
about the Institute of Making – Matthew spoke about the different effects he can
achieve with metals, different sizes of container, oxidisers; strontium for red; sodium
for yellow; copper salt for blue.
As I write this, I am sitting in the Library at Winterthur in the US – an estate owned by
the du Pont family who first made their fortune in the sale of ‘black powder’. In the
wooded country of Brandywine Valley in this eastern corner of America, du Pont built
his Powder Mills and used the recipe for gunpowder that he had brought with him
from France – where he had trained under the famous chemist, Antoine Lavoisier.
The du Pont recipe was put to use in the war with the British (1812-15), the Civil War
(1861-5), and the First World War. It was also used for blasting coal mines, building
canals, roads, and railroads. Looking around me, at the estate, the ornamental
gardens, the vast collections or art and artefacts – it is clear that this black powder
was big business.
Artist Lucy Lyons helped us in our response to Matthew’s demonstration. Lucy’s
work focuses on how life is transformed into death; anatomy into pathology; how the
body is transformed into a medical specimen. She uses drawing to get through the
unfamiliar or the shocking in order to understand something in detail, through close
looking. She hopes to re-see things as she draws them. But Lucy asked us to
recognise the non-visual, experiential effects of fireworks – put our shock at a
sudden crack of ‘flash powder’ onto the page. This made me wonder how we can
understand these non-visual experiences in the past?
Returning to the questions I thought about during our first workshop on Emotions, I
felt that this close sensory experience of fireworks – focused on their chemistry and
non-visual manifestations – would help me to understand them differently as I see
them in the sky on bonfire night. I thought also, that it would help me detect what
might be missing in historical sources on episodes of fantastic visual display – an
acknowledgment of the accompanying sensations, sounds and smells that root them
in the memory. It also brought home to me that a detailed understanding of the
chemistry behind the explosion re-doubles one’s reverence for the power of
materials – materials in very particular compositions – and heightens the anticipation
of thunder and blossom.
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Emily Hayes

A modern day magus (and in fact former chemistry teacher), Matthew Tosh, brought
the last of the three workshops to a close amidst flashes, bangs and smoke. The
theme of the session was fireworks. Whether ushering in an overture, building up
tension, focusing attention or ending an event, fireworks frequently mark the
transition from one state of affairs to another. An understanding of their place within
the ceremonies and activities of different cultures can therefore elucidate the
purpose and effect of fireworks. Such a transformative role seems apt since
fireworks result from complex transformations of both physical and social materials
and landscapes.
So why does the combination of carbon, potassium nitrate and sulphur, the basic
firework ingredients, have such a long history? And why does the science of the art
of the firework display continue to mobilise human imaginations and minds today?
Whilst the firework display shares similarities with garden design with regard to the
height and depth, the framing of the canvas of the sky by landscape and townscape
features, which enhance the effects of firework shape, colour and sound, transform
these performances into works of art of vast proportions. This creative destruction is
reflected in the English names for fireworks; those inspired by nature and more
precisely by flowers local to China, where fireworks are thought to have been
invented – dahlia, chrysanthemum, peony – intersect with others – mortar, aerial
shell, mines and mortars – which sound a military note. Though sometimes recorded
visually in eighteenth-century vue d’optiques or works such as Whistler’s 1875
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Nocturne, the design of such ephemeral light performances also recall Paul Nash’s
scenes of World War 1, the psychedelic splashes of colour of abstract post-war
paintings and contemporary performance art. For a third year PhD student in the
writing up stage such issues throw up interesting questions about thesis structure
and the possibilities and limitations of the traditional textual doctorate design.
The cultural history of fireworks can therefore be viewed through the lens of histories
of conspicuous display, drawing attention and focusing the gaze. Histories which can
also be located somewhere between the luminous displays of the solstices and
artificial light projections, the focus of my own research. With regard to directionality
and the touching of the untouchable, they also have a place within histories of
looking up and of projecting the self towards the highest known places of mountains,
the moon or beyond. Performances of all kinds from religious ritual, plays, lectures or
indeed firework displays have long been known to transform human spatial
configurations, disperse narratives and participants in new directions, and transform
emotional states and restore them – or not. Thus wherever you want to place them,
fireworks are, undoubtedly, a subject for transcendental geographies
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Roger and
Danuta Kneebone
Pyrotechnics is all about display. It’s about theatre, suspense ,anticipation – the
waiting, the watching, and finally the light, the noise,the after-glow, the smell. That’s
what you see when you’re a spectator. And it’s all over in a flash.

What you don’t see are the hours of painstaking preparation, crawling around in
muddy fields to set up those complex patterns. What you don’t think of is the science
and the technology that underpins even the simplest display. And Matthew Tosh’s
displays are far from simple. His demonstration showed us the planning, the
groundwork, the split-second timing of a firework display. He took us into his world of
calculations, weather conditions, gusting wind – where the unpredictability of nature
can derail the best-planned show.
It hadn’t occurred to either to me that the pyrotechnicist doesn’t see the show – or
not as the audience sees it. He’s behind the scenes, triggering fuses and
coordinating complex firings. Like the cathedral organist who only hears what he’s
playing several seconds after pressing the keys, the fireworks expert is always out of
synch with the audience.
Of course most fireworks displays are out of doors. So it was a rare privilege to
glimpse a hidden inner world, seeing what a rocket is really made of. Matthew’s
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guided tour brought together chemistry, jeopardy and the ferocious beauty of
explosion. The noise is what struck me most – and the instinctive jolting jarring
reaction to an explosive sound. Looking at an explosion, half closing your eyes, not
wanting to look directly into bright burning centre of the source of light. Once the
noise has begun, you are almost flinching in anticipation of the next crack, shielding
yourself against the forthcoming volley.
Lucy Lyons invited us to respond in a very different way. By asking us to close our
eyes and hold a pencil lightly over the page, she focused our attention away from the
expected and react instinctively. Deprived of the spectacle of colour and light, my
senses were heightened to a painful pitch, waiting in darkness for the explosion.
Lucy’s invitation was to us as individuals, not as a collective audience – asking us to
make sense of our separate responses and express these through colour.
I’ve been considering First World War paintings in context of the history of a field
hospital on the Western Front in 1915. Nursing diaries of the war frequently complain
of the unceasing noise and the relentless pounding of the field guns. Yet such
accounts can only capture a feeble sense of what it must have been like. Impossible
to relive the shattering incessant noise, the horror of the armaments, the instinctive
response to explosive weaponry. Yet artists were attempting to convey some sense
of reality in the grim tragedy of war. Perhaps fireworks get us a step closer, letting us
imagine what it might be like for refugees fleeing rocket attacks in Gaza.
Being so close to the action in this session was vivid, almost shocking. Sound, smell
and sight came together with a bang. What transformations it may lead to, only time
will tell.
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Lucy Lyons
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Elaine Tierney

In 1668, Versailles anticipated fireworks. Although Louis XIV had ordered
preparations to be made in secret, word had spread and ‘tout le monde’ knew
that something was about to happen. The court chronicler André Félibien described
events on the night, when Louis’s courtiers were led into a horseshoe-shaped arena.
His account continues, ‘…as everyone was looking for the place where the fireworks
were to appear, they suddenly found themselves surrounded by them, appearing not
only in the bowls of the fountains but also in the wide avenues around the parterre;
and on all sides thousands of flames emerged from the ground…This surprise
caused a pleasurable disorder amongst the court, who not knowing where to
withdraw, hid in the shrubbery and threw themselves against the ground’.
Thankfully, no fireworks were used to ambush participants in
the Transformationsworkshop in June 2014. Quite the contrary: we were in the safe
hands of pyrotechnician Matthew Tosh, who warned us about the bright, white
flashes of light; loud, screeching noises and sometimes unpleasant smells produced
during his demonstrations of pyrotechnical effects. And yet, even in this carefully
regulated environment, with fair warning, my fingers in my ears and a layer of
Plexiglas, I still felt somewhat ambivalent about fireworks. Although by no means the
surreally unsettled mood of Félibien’s narrative, something, however diluted, of his
‘pleasurable disorder’ remains. Here, after all, are devices that produce real
explosions and, as occasional grisly news stories attest, can have devastating
effects.
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Matthew’s insights into the practicalities of his job testified to the extent to which
successfully realising fireworks displays involves balancing calculated risks with
choreographing effective experiential design. I was struck by the notion that the only
person not permitted to get excited about the fireworks during the display is the
pyrotechnician, or, indeed, the unpopularity of rockets with professionals as, with
their long staves, they have the potential to get blown off course; a potential hazard
and, during competitions, the difference between a virtuoso display and second
place. After participating in the workshop, I am even more in awe of the skill of the
pyrotechnician, his or her adept combinations of colour, light, sound, smell and
scale, all enhanced by the deliberate use of location and environment.
As an historian of design, my research excavates social and political meanings from
the materiality of early modern festivals. In this instance we might ask: who was
responsible for making fireworks? How and where were they deployed? How were
they regulated and what were the implications of their misuse? How, indeed, did
fireworks mean for early moderns? Here, the relationship between military and
display explosives feels particularly useful. In London in the late seventeenth
century, for example, most major fireworks displays were the responsibility of the
Board of Ordnance, the same government office that coordinated supplies for the
army and navy. In this context, it does not seem inconceivable that fireworks, as well
as being a source of awe and wonder, could be construed as demonstrations of the
resources at the disposal of the state.
That fireworks were a strategy for representing power is redolent, too, in Félibien’s
spin on events in Versailles in 1668. Although official records of festivals are
notoriously tricky documents – produced before performances or intended to
enhance occasions, often at the cost of verisimilitude – the deployment of the
fireworks on this occasion was intended to say something about Louis’s royal power:
a message that still reads loud and clear.
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Bethany Viviano

In the practice of textile conservation the intersection between chemistry and art
becomes a daily occurrence; this is not to say that it becomes commonplace or less
spectacular, simply that one’s appreciation evolves. I find that, when I understand
the science behind a reaction, magic is not lost but gained. Knowing that each day
we are surrounded by materials which, when blended in different ways, become the
fireworks that left me in awe as a child (and, honestly, still do as an adult) is
absolutely exalting. During the discussion another workshop participant, Simon
Werrett, mentioned the sublime with regard to the Victorian audience viewing
fireworks for the first time. I cannot speak for all conservators or materials scientists,
but I can say that for myself having this word brought up in this context finally
allowed me to find the word I have been searching for when I am asked how I feel
about materials or why I have pursued my chosen field despite the required years of
rigorous study across multiple disciplines.
Matthew Tosh and Lucy Lyons took a modern audience on a tour of the sublime.
There is beauty in viewing fireworks, but the magic is in knowing how they are
created. Materials science is almost a modern day alchemy; mixing different
elements and compounds to create something new with a new set of properties, or
discovering a new reaction, leaves the scientist with a feeling which can absolutely
be described as sublime. During the entire workshop as demonstrations were given
and the methods were explained I was in a constant sense of awe not just at the
beauty of the fireworks but also, and maybe even more so, the beauty of the science
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behind these reactions (I would have loved to see the balanced equations Matthew
kept skipping over). I would like to imagine that the audience felt as the alchemists’
apprentices must have felt.
Lucy had a fascinating approach to allowing us to map our emotions rather than
simply reflecting on them. She asked that we close our eyes, hold our pencils to the
paper and allow ourselves to react to the sounds. I would have liked to include a
picture of mine, but the simple dots I made did not photograph clearly. I think the
nature of our own personal histories were revealed in these reactions. While other
participants had markings showing clear excitement or shock, my paper revealed
nothing but two tiny dots: When I hear a bang I immediately raise my hand into a
defensive position. Having grown up in an area of the world where earthquakes are
common and gun violence is not unheard of, my instinct to protect myself overrides
surprise.
Finally, I was interested to find myself feeling almost nostalgic during the
presentation. Of course the fireworks themselves reminded me of watching the
nightly fireworks over Sea World during the summer or of 4th of July celebrations
but, more than the visual, it was smell which evoked the sense of nostalgia. One
compound reminded me of the smell of the smoke machines that I associate with so
many concerts, another was the exact smell of the Pirates of the Caribbean ride at
Disneyland, another caused me to recall the time I got to fire a cannon. Each
individual processes emotion differently or has different inherent memory and
emotion triggers; for myself smell is the greatest. In a room half a world and twothirds of a lifetime away, when I closed my eyes I was once again a kid at
Disneyland on one of her favorite rides.
Mr. Tosh and Ms. Lyons and, of course the amazing Institute of Making staff, did a
fabulous job generating thoughts on materials and how we as human beings
experience and interact with them. Owing to the style of presentation it was possible
to consider both sides of the equation: the effects we have on materials and the
effects materials can have on us.
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Simon Werrett

How long have people been going “ooh” and “aah” at fireworks? Searching the
words ‘ooh, aah, fireworks’ in Google Books reveals the term to be common, but
there are no references before 1948. So what did people do before they began
oohing and aahing in 1948? How we respond to fireworks has a history, and
Matthew Tosh and Lucy Lyons did a brilliant job of enlightening the many dimensions
of how we respond to fireworks in the “Transformations” workshop on June 30.
Roger Kneebone spoke in the first workshop of understanding events as
intersections of emotions, gestures, human interactions, instruments, bodies, and
past and anticipated experience. Such intersections and interplays were very evident
in the Transformations workshop. Anticipation was a dominant experience – I waited
with some anxiety, a certain excitement, and an expectation for pyrotechnic effects
which Matthew presented at close quarters, an anticipation which he knew expertly
how to enhance. I experienced an assault of fires, colours, plumes of smoke, flashes
and booms, which confronted my senses with powerful light, noises and smells,
some pleasant, some less so. Smell was dominant for me – the odour of burned
sparklers was hugely evocative of the past, of childhood fireworks, of places and
people, of research, and the possible future ramifications for our hosts, the Institute
of Making! Matthew made clear how these experiences belonged to a bigger
intersection. Personal emotions emerge in an interplay with the objects (fireworks),
with people (audience, pyrotechnicians), with the environment (sky, earth, theatre)
and with past and future knowledge and experience; the pyrotechnician crafts these
experiences and emotions through a complex choreography of light, colour, noise,
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height, spread, intensity, saturation and surprise. I know as a historian of fireworks
that these skills are old ones, but rarely remarked on in the historical literature. The
emotions are more transparent and the historical record suggests they change over
time. No-one in the workshop found the effects sublime, but this was a common
response for two centuries. No-one in the workshop found it hard to tell natural from
articifial fires, yet early moderns worried about this. No-one in 2014 gets “vengeably
afeared” of fireworks, but this was the reaction of a hardened Knight in the age of
Elizabeth I. We share enough with people of the past to recognize their responses
and make sense of them, but not enough to repeat them. As was the case in
previous workshops, fireworks highlighted an inbetweeness, a constant conjunction
of predictability and surprise, order and messiness, as characteristic of material
intersections and typical of history.
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Alex Woodall

I haven’t studied any science formally since I was 15. Chemistry then was wonderful.
It is the only science I studied for GCSE. Mr Mathewson was an exceptional teacher
– one of those whose lessons have stuck with me so that not only can I still recite
‘methane, ethane, propane, butane’ and have some vague notion of covalent
bonding, acting out electrolysis, testing the relative strengths and absorbency of
different sorts of kitchen roll(!), and drawing a beautiful architectural/material drawing
of my house for summer holiday work one year, but above all, his lessons are
memorable because he took risks. Plenty of them. He dared to do things that the
other science teachers would never have done. Explosions in the lab, burning
poisonous plastics so that bits of (possibly lethal) black stuff floated in the acrid air,
sugar burnt in a beaker with lavatorial effect leading to an hysterical bunch of
giggling girls, larger bangs and unsuitably dangerous explosions on the lawn. He
practised his viola in the lab at lunchtime, and regaled mesmerising warning stories
about his son, who, as a teenager, had been captivated by a religious cult, and who,
with his wife, Mr Mathewson had had to kidnap to get back, but with much
psychological damage already done. Later, they built their own house from
Scandinavian timber, and I wondered whether that was why he had wanted us to do
the architectural drawings of our own homes, so that he could be nosey and get
some ideas for his own building project. That’s why I loved chemistry. It was all about
life, about interconnections, about things other than what was on the syllabus. Not
the compartmentalising of knowledge that so often happens in many schools. And
Mr Mathewson was a brilliant performer.
And so it was with a great deal of excitement that I realised, on entering the
‘Transformations’ workshop with Matthew Tosh and Lucy Lyons, that this was the
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first time I had been in a ‘science lab’ since then: looking at real scientific equations
about something called thermal decomposition (which is what baking powder does in
cakes); being reminded about the fire triangle; learning that gunpowder is constituted
from 75% potassium nitrate, 15% charcoal and 10% sulphur; and hearing what
Newton’s 3rd Law is (about forces of rockets) probably for the first time ever…

But all this in a theatrical, performative, dangerous feeling session, all about the joys
of fireworks. What they are and why we love them. On first glance this may have had
little to do with my own research on engagements with objects in art galleries. But
yet there was so much overlap. Emotional encounters, material engagements and –
a new level for me – chemical engagements with things. Warming us up gently, we
first explored sparklers (which apparently cause more injuries than all others,
although there was at least one grim and very sad tale of a head teacher being
decapitated by a large firework), before moving on to look at different compositions
of fireworks for different purposes: for flames, bangs, colours, and patterns, and
combinations of all these. All of which engage with all, or some, or some combination
of our different senses.
The pyrotechnic is an artist, the sky his or her canvas. I loved this description of the
craft of the firework designer. Maker, inventor, artist, scientist, actor, entertainer: all
these things seem to come together seamlessly in the ‘ultimate live performance’ in
which there are no rehearsals. Who would have known there were regular annual
fireworks championships, seriously competitive events where every split second
counts, and ensuring perfect symmetry is vital? I remember my first Guy Fawkes
Night firework display as a student on the Vale at the University of Birmingham back
in 1996: I had never experienced anything like it, with the fireworks timed to music,
and a display blasting over the lake.
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Just as back then, my reactions today were visceral: physical jumps, that terrified
excitement of a roller coaster, shrieks and squeaks like I used to make all the time at
school (and which got me into a lot of trouble for being too noisy in class), a few
expletives, and lots of awe and wonder, followed often by laughter and smiles all
around. I loved the shut-eye drawings that Lucy suggested we did to accompany two
of the particularly dramatic examples (because ‘drawing is a way into
understanding’). My first drawing is of a sudden shock. A very loud bang and a
physical jump.

I love the drawing: it is so immediate, a bounce on the page. The second drawing
was of the most haunting sound all afternoon. Someone screaming: in agony, or
fear, or both (the pyrotechnic whistle, which, we learnt, is not the same as the
Doppler effect). An amazing sound. It made me think that there are so many sounds
in the world that sound like other sounds, and how utterly confusing it is if we can’t
also use our other senses to discern where a sound is coming from…
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Smell was another significant feature of the afternoon: it was fascinating to see how
long the smells would pervade the air after an explosion, and how long after the
explosion they would pervade; how different colours or bangs produced different
smells; how the room was so full of smoke that I felt quite nauseous at one point;
and all the time I wondered how on earth the risk assessment for this session
passed, whether the fire alarms had actually been switched off, and what we would
do if an explosion went wrong. Life on the edge, and it was very exciting. I suppose
something else (other than adrenaline), that I took from today was about the role of
the senses working together, and working together within the very physical body, to
understand things. ‘Never lose respect for the materials you work with': and the body
is of course one such. Which is utterly tied into to my research. And I loved making a
bleach over ink stick drawing inspired by the afternoon’s immersion in fireworks:
another thing I haven’t done nearly enough of since school.

I sincerely hope it’s not another 20 years before I can do some more dangerous
chemistry experiments.
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Restorations
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Leonie Hannan
Wear, Tear, Permanence and Trust

Preservation Librarian, Fred Bearman, introduced us to the intricacies of rare book
conservation, showing us that the book is a ‘three-dimensional mechanical object’
and one that embodies a wide variety of constituent materials and processes of
making and mending. I spent a few minutes jotting down some of the materials that
might have been used in the production of one of Fred’s early modern books: rags,
wood pulp, water, resin, pitch, turpentine, metal, gold leaf, leather, board, cotton
thread… there are presumably many more. Deconstructing the book, taking it back
to its pages, printed ink, spine and cover helped us not only to understand Fred’s
craft as a conservator, but also to realise the status early books expressed in their
complex and costly material forms.
By contrast to Fred’s rare and decorated volumes, I had with me a collapsed
paperback – liberally shedding flakes of paper with every movement – which I hoped
to mend. My mechanical object was flimsy by comparison with the leather-bound
texts from UCL’s Special Collections. The careful energy put into the conservation of
early books by specialists such as Fred seemed incredibly important, but their effort
to delay decay reminded me of the way twentieth-century paperbacks have become
little more than landfill – difficult to recycle (bound as they are by glue), worthless in
their multitude, and made increasingly redundant by digital technology. I think the
aim of permanence and the reality of decay was making me feel uneasy. As Fred
told us, in earlier centuries – when the use of parchment was being challenged by
the rise of paper as a writing surface, a common mistrust of the durability of paper in
contrast with parchment prevailed. Important documents continued to be penned on
large sheets of parchment so that they might endure. Likewise, after parchment had
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had its day and paper provided all printers and letter-writers with their vehicle for
text, the quality of that writing surface varied. The perfect surface would be heavily
‘sized’, made semi-resistant to ink allowing writing to fix on the paper and resist
smudging or fading – attaining permanence on the page. However, when it comes to
the conservation of rare books, this sized paper becomes brittle and unbending –
open to deterioration. In fact, at the opposite papery extreme – the materials
conservators use to treat decaying early books are feathery, fine, untreated sheets of
Japanese paper. This most natural of papers is torn gently, rather than cut with
scissors, to preserve its natural fibres as it is glued with starch to the requisite
damaged corner of an old book. In this way, a soft, slow, reversible material process
is applied to the incredibly complicated construction of an early book: a book which
demands permanence but in reality can only slow the process of decay.
In considering processes of decay, emotional responses to destruction and repair
became very tangible. Celia Pym dwelt on this aspect of mending in her
conversation with Fred – showing us a series of textiles which had become
personally resonant through her work on them: mending, darning and embroidering
their worn surfaces. Celia’s descriptions of this work reminded me of the rags that
were used in early modern paper-making – bits of cloth that could be turned into
paper because of the way they had been softened through contact with bodies –
worn, ephemeral and ready for transformation into a new form.
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Sally Holloway
As a historian of romantic love, my research has focused primarily on the exchange
of books as gifts, and their role in shaping the conception and expression of
emotions. The second ETR session on ‘Restoration’ therefore provided an ideal
setting to consider books from a new perspective, honing in on the binding, boards,
ink, paper, and very fibres of each page.

The session began with a talk by Fred Beauman, Preservation Librarian in UCL
Special Collections. Fred outlined how numerous librarians and collectors historically
bleached out all foxing, marginalia, signs of ownership and use in historic books, in
order to make them appear uniform. ‘Restoration’ of these books involved scraping
off marks by hand, washing pages in a bath, or using chlorine bleach, invented in the
late eighteenth century. If the bleach was not properly washed off, it would continue
bleaching until the fibres of the page had rotted. Through these practices, many a
reader’s emotional attachment, love, pride and care taken of their books has been all
but erased from history.
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The quest to make books appear uniform began to change with reformers such as
William Morris (1834-96), founder of the Arts and Crafts movement. Morris was
passionate about early books, particularly the medieval presentation and text layout.
Fred’s presentation illuminated how attitudes to conservation and restoration have
changed over time. It prompted me to consider how these practices provoke different
emotional responses. How does the materiality of books shape their emotional
meaning? How do owners lay claim to their books emotionally? In which
circumstances should changes be preserved or removed? How long are particular
materials designed to last; how do these temporalities shape emotional investment in
books as objects?
The emotions often sneak in to our discussion unnoticed, such as when Fred puts
books ‘to sleep’ by closing, wrapping and storing them away. He describes books as
‘emotional artefacts’, outlining how trying to arrest decay and preserve them for the
next generation is an ‘emotional practice’ for bibliophiles. In a similar vein, the
medieval book historian Erik Kwakkel has recently described the ‘beauty’ of injured
books, which have began to mould and been marked with inky fingerprints. Some
participants commented on the ‘old book smell’ permeating the room, reminding us
of the sensory dimensions of how we respond to books emotionally.
While the central tenet of Fred’s approach was ‘minimal intervention’, the textile artist
Celia Pym took an altogether different view. Celia described repairing objects more
in terms of ‘mending’, through restoring knitwear such as jumpers that would
otherwise have no other life. At her ‘mending events’, people repeatedly asked Celia
to help mend important items of clothing such as wedding dresses, jumpers and
jeans. Damage to these items stemmed from heavy use, and the love invested in
them. Celia emphasised the importance of physically handling objects in order to
understand them, as the materials themselves provoked new thoughts and
questions. She told the moving tale of a mother who sewed a comfort blanket into
the pockets of her anxious daughter’s school clothes. Despite no longer being able
to carry the blanket around with her, being able to feel the blanket in her pockets
provided the little girl with a sense of reassurance. After being mended, the life-cycle
of the object begins again, until the material gives around the edges of the repair,
and it requires restoration once more.
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Lucy Lyons
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Gill Partington

The title of this workshop is, in the world of librarianship and special collections,
nowadays something of a dirty word. Countless priceless Medieval and Renaissance
volumes had their handwritten marginalia cut out and their bindings replaced with
ersatz leather copies, all in the name of ‘restoration’. The tastes of Victorian
bibliophiles and collectors required books to be returned to a notional pristine state
by removing damage and, more crucially, expunging all signs of previous use.
Current best practice centres, by contrast, around a careful ethos of preservation,
repairing books so as to arrest decay and maintain their integrity. But how to deal
with the legacy of these previous botched re-bindings and calamitous clean-up jobs?
Should they themselves be reversed or left in place? The tatty paperback book I
brought along – Jung’s Modern Man in Search of a Soul – is unlikely to trouble book
conservation experts, but nevertheless illustrates the dilemma nicely. One owner has
taken Tippex to the cover to obscure the name of a predecessor. But if I remove the
Tippex, then what of the writing underneath: should that be removed also?
We can never restore books to an original, untouched state. But ‘preservation’ raises
questions, too. Which stage in a book’s physical evolution is the most authentic, and
the state in which it should be maintained? More practically, since even the rarest
are objects in use, isn’t decay and change inevitably part of a book’s life? Celia
Pym’s knitting works seemed to suggest not restoration or preservation, but a third
position. Rather than disguise or hide damage and holes, she treats them as an
opportunity for creation, adaptation and evolution. This was the opposite of invisible
mending: garments that wore their histories on their sleeve, quite literally, exhibiting
themselves as patchworks and palimpsests; revealing rather than concealing their
accumulated layers of use.
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By the same token, could we see all physical alterations to the book (even dodgy
Victorian re-bindings), not as damage or deviations from a pristine state, but as signs
of its on-going circulation in the world? Books can tell other stories beyond those
carried by their text, after all. My paperback, with its adolescent biro and Tippex
struggles of ownership is, in its own small way, a piece of cultural history as much as
Renaissance marginalia or Medieval chained library books. It is part of the history of
books and of reading. Or even the history of not reading, since the inside pages,
unlike the covers, are unmarked and new-looking. It is much-handled but little-read.
Its battle scars perhaps come from being brandished by more than one generation of
would-be intellectuals, for whom it represented the last word in cultural sophistication
but who – like me – never got beyond the first few pages. Engagements with books
can be complex and varied. Marks of (mis)treatment, even bad repair jobs, might
show something of the uses to which they are put, and the investments we have in
them.
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Lucy Razzall
This was my first visit to the Institute of Making. The creative atmosphere of this
impressive space, slotted in amongst the other departments of UCL, invited us to
push at the boundaries of the traditional disciplinary identities we usually inhabit.

After listening to Fred Bearman’s presentation on book restoration, I now know that
there is a technical (and pleasingly evocative) term – ‘foxing’ – for the mysterious
brown spotting which appears on pages of older books, caused by the rusting of tiny
metal impurities. I recently found a notebook of my own from just a few years ago, in
which the black ink of my handwriting has blotched and faded to a magical pale
green, presumably in a similar kind of process.
Bearman talked a lot about the ethical issues involved in book restoration, and the
conscious decisions that are taken along the way, which may be perceived as more
damaging than repairing. I found myself thinking about inevitable aging or decaying
processes that happen simply through use, or thanks to forces of nature that seem
beyond our control. I was not present at the first workshop in the series, on
‘Emotions’, but the discussion of Celia Pym’s restored woollen sweater reminded me
of one emotion I associate intensely with wool: fear. Other knitters, and lovers of
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woollen things, will know the dread of discovering dusty traces of insidious moth
activity in a favourite cardigan. Pym’s sweater illustrated how evidence of
destruction, however, can make us especially sensitive to processes of making and
using. Damage can be helpful, because it forces us to think about how things are put
together.
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Emma Richardson
Post-Analogue World

The Restorations workshop was a thoughtfully delivered session, encouraging crossdisciplinary discussions relating to the preservation and repair of historical
documents. As a conservation scientist I came to the workshop with knowledge of
the key issues surrounding restoration, conservation and preservation practices, and
whilst the theoretical and practical aspects were familiar to me, the emotional
aspects of book restoration were really brought home. My mother being a librarian,
books have played an important role throughout my life. They have been a constant,
and I have (perhaps) taken them for granted.
This workshop provided a unique opportunity to rifle through the stiff, yellowing
pages of some quite magnificent printed books and manuscripts, and I realized what
a delight it is to have such physical, tactile interactions. The afternoon was
comprised of a range of activities, kicking off with a presentation by the charismatic
Fred Bearman, UCL’s Preservation Librarian. This was followed by a handling
session, a practical repair session, and a discussion between Fred and restoration
artist Celia Pym. At the point where it was time for each member of the workshop to
reveal the books that they had brought for repair, there was an air of caution,
coupled with a little embarrassment. It was time for people to expose the level of
damage that their cherished books had endured. There was gentle unraveling of
ribbons and string, and the careful unwrapping of paper, ensuring that no pages
were lost or bindings further damaged.
The nature of the workshop, and the response of the group to the repair session,
caused me to reflect on a number of aspects of the care and preservation of books.
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It was apparent that these documents were not only considered a conduit for the
transmission of information. The creaking of the resistant bindings; the odor of the
dust and pages; the style of writing or print; the notations in the margins; each
adding to the narrative. It is these aspects that are lost through the digitization of
books and documents. Although e-book readers have their own tactility, such as the
smooth surface of the screen felt under the fingertip, and there is much to be gained
through the ready access to information, there are clear disadvantages. As we
supply ever more documents in digitized format for students to access on Moodle or
Blackboard, the context of book chapters, sections or articles cannot be transmitted.
I remember many an enjoyable hour rummaging through the pages of old polymer
manufacturing journals from the 1950s, where the pages adjacent to the articles
were covered in adverts for new materials and applications, giving a broader
historical perspective. It is such intimate moments with historic documents that
cannot be readily transmitted and I do wonder what is lost for students studying in a
post analogue world.
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Bill Sherman
It was a privilege to spend an afternoon with UCL’s wonderful rare book
conservators (led by Fred Bearman) and Celia Pym, darner extraordinaire. Aside
from anything else, it reminded me how good some people are with their hands, and
how painstaking even the smallest repair job can be. The great bibliographer
Fredson Bowers once suggested that every scholar, ‘for the humility of his soul,
ought to study the transmission of some appropriate text'; but if it’s humility we’re
after, we should all be forced to fix a broken book.

Just as some of our much-cherished texts
had come away from their covers, the afternoon seemed to slip free of the key terms
it was supposed to explore. In his history of the field of book preservation, Fred
explained how ‘restoration’ has generally given way to ‘conservation'; and while he
clearly feels strongly about the books that come into his care I would describe many
of the issues raised by his presentation as ethical rather than emotional.
I was struck by how quickly the juxtaposition between Fred and Celia settled on
questions of use. And I was reminded of the example that I used to open my chapter
on the history of attitudes toward marginalia in my study of readers’ marks, Used
Books, to show that we bring different assumptions, values and even language to the
objects that come down to us from the past. I started the essay with two descriptions
of Renaissance prayer books:
1) …black letter, each title within a woodcut border; the blank margin…skilfully
renewed; each work rather soiled by use but sound copies….
2) This volume, printed during the reign of Elizabeth I, has been well and piously
used. Marginal notations in an Elizabethan hand—comments and scriptural
quotation—bring to life an early and earnest owner.
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What made these two quotations so poignant, and so revealing, is that they were
both describing the same copy of the same book.
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Kate Smith
The Rhetoric of Restoration

Responses to damage, loss and decay are historically contingent. As Fred Bearman
described it the ways in which historical actors framed their responses to book
damage have changed significantly over the last three hundred years. In the
eighteenth century, for example, book ‘restoration’ involved the removal of any signs
of injuries sustained by books. In this period bibliophiles requested that marginalia be
bleached out, marks be scraped off or sun bleached and volumes be rebound. By
completing such ‘restoration’ work, collectors hoped to create uniformity among the
volumes they possessed. In the nineteenth century, however, such practices lost
ground as members of the Arts and Crafts movement came to reclaim early books
as historical artefacts. Individuals sort out sound materials and cared for books
through practices more akin to conservation rather than restoration. Under the
auspices of William Morris, Thomas J. Cobden Sanderson, and later Douglas
Cockerell, book conservation as it is understood today began to flourish.
Contemporary book conservation practices rely on working to retain the present
character of the book. Rather than removing alterations acquired through time (such
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as marginalia), book conservators now work to arrest decay and stabilize these
historical artefacts. Trying to understand the different shifts in approaches to book
conservation underlines the importance of marking how responses to damage and
the rhetoric that shapes such responses have altered over time. Listening to Fred’s
presentation and later viewing different examples of book that have undergone or
require conservation highlighted the importance of gaining a securer grounding in
our historical understanding of how individuals and groups have articulated their
understandings of mending, restoration and repair in the past.
Alongside these discussions, Celia Pym’s conversation with Fred, which explored
how her own artistic practice is deeply embedded within a particular rhetoric of
repair, provoked other important questions. What do different societies and cultures
choose to repair? What are the pleasures of repair? In her work Celia offers to enact
repairs on objects brought to her by volunteers. She uses discussions about the
repair work to reveal more intimate stories from individual’s lives. As Celia defines it,
these broken objects offer a good way into interesting conversations. In repairing the
object, however, other processes come into play. The object is reclaimed and may
re-enter the active lives of their owners. Repair might arrest decay or the loss of
precious objects, which possess important meanings for their owners. Celia also
described the pleasure she derives from repair work – filing in holes, making new
sense of objects and achieving completion. Yet while these responses highlight the
interwoven nature of mending, repair and emotional engagement they also underline
the impossibility of restoration projects. Repair is simply that – it is an ongoing
process that merely arrests decay rather than reversing it – repair leads to further
repair, a never-ending cycle of work. The recurrent nature of restoration work was
particularly cogent in her bedsheet project, which sees her continually repairing an
item in her own possession in order to prolong its longevity. Given the nature of such
work the question of what to repair is apt. What do societies privilege? What can
continue to exist in a restored state? How did historical agents understand the
tension inherent within repair work – its attempt at increasing longevity combined
with its endless nature?
The ‘Restoration’ workshop raised all these questions and more. It highlighted the
conversations that can be had around restoration, the language used and the how,
why and when of emotional involvement in such processes. Only through
understanding the complexity of such work can historical enquiry grasp at its
multivalent nature.
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Alex Woodall
Travelling down to this workshop by train, I thought a lot about the books I had
brought with me for the practical aspects of the session, books in need of restoration.
The one I really wanted to focus on was my Granny’s handwritten recipe book, a
hard-backed lined exercise book dating from 1936 and inscribed with her familiar
teacherly (yet spidery) handwriting.

This, of course, is an object of immense sentimental value to me. It is a link to a
person now not here, to family history, to an identity so close to my own. Its recipes
tell tales of social, domestic and culinary wartime history in Yorkshire; its worn pages
with splodges and splatterings tell of years of cooking and baking using ingredients
now unheard of; its fallen-off front cover with blotches of grease tells of constant
reference, even now.
On my train journey, I wrote affectionately about this book, and its intriguing contents
(see my blog here: http://alexwoodall.wordpress.com/2014/05/19/grannys-recipebook/)
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I linked it to my Granny’s life story. I photographed it. I suppose part of me was
scared that if I were to restore the book during the afternoon’s session, it would no
longer be the same book. Its patina would be changed forever. And somehow that
didn’t feel right.
What I didn’t realise on this journey, was that I wasn’t really thinking about
the materiality of the book. I was thinking about its contents and its meaning. And for
some reason, even though much of my work links these things together, here, I
wasn’t really doing what the workshop made me think further about: restoring – or
rather conserving – the material of a thing. Looking at how a book was made way
before it was written in, how the stitching of the pages, the production of the ink, the
making of the cover, are all material processes that I have so often ignored.
Restoration raises some complex and challenging questions for me, and these were
expertly and fascinatingly described by Fred Bearman in his wonderful presentation
which gave a brief history of books. Even more exciting was the opportunity to see
and handle some stunning historic manuscripts and the materials currently being
used in their restoration (without gloves, because use of these is “the biggest load of
nonsense you have ever heard” – my sentiments exactly). The key thing was that
actually restoration was perhaps a misnomer for this part of the workshop, and
actually conservation is far more accurate (and ethical) a term for what goes on
within libraries and special collections. Conservation is about arresting decay,
stabilising, retaining original character, being reversible. Restoring it seems, could
often be barbarian.
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Of course I knew these things due to my work in museums and art galleries, but it
was fascinating to hear them within this bookish context. We had a brief opportunity
with Angela Warren-Thomas, to put theory into practice and actually do some
conserving. Granny’s recipe book was deemed too complex a task for the few
minutes we had (and I was strangely glad that it was not going to be altered), and so
instead, I used the gorgeous and fine Japanese tissue and starch paste to mend one
corner of another printed cookbook. The result feels good, but to an untrained eye (in
my kitchen at least – not to a conservator), would go utterly unnoticed.
The final aspect of the workshop was textile-maker-mender-artist Celia Pym talking
about her own processes of restoration and conservation of materials. Jumpers,
sheets and blankets, Celia collects used, loved and worn remnants of people’s
material or textile lives, and weaves new life into them, preserving them, yet, in
contrast to the work of a conservator, her restorations always show traces and the
marks of their restoration. Materials provoke thoughts that she would not have had
without being able to handle the things. A detective, she chases the stories of others,
inventing, reimagining, creating, listening to the tales woven into the fabric.
And perhaps this is where the materialities encountered both by the re-maker (the
conservator) and the maker (the artist) are similar: it is only through the wear and
damage of things – their life stories – that we know how they were made. This wear
and damage is what makes things what they are. Things get worn out, used up. Why
do we then feel a need to conserve things when things, like people, were not created
to last forever? Does mending things say more about our own fear of mortality, our
own need for being part of a larger story, than about the value of the thing being
restored? Just a few existential questions then, that arose from my afternoon
encounter with some old books and jumpers. Such is the power of things.
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